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2021 has been an intense year for anybody involved in organisations like LGBT+ Liberal
Democrats. If 2020 was a year of many (but by no means all) people having more time, 2021 has
been a year of time feeling scarcer again. As many of us have gone back to work, it’s been a
challenging year balancing work and voluntary commitments - and that’s really forced us to focus
on priorities.

Over the course of the year, LGBT+ Liberal Democrats have continued the work that it started
last August: continuing to open up, build stronger intra-party relationships, and provide more
and more policy and campaign support.

At our AGM in 2020 I identified three priorities for 2021: Engaging more with civil society and the
public; working intersectionality; and working to get more LGBT+ candidates elected. I’m pleased
to say we’ve made good progress on each of these fronts, even whilst doing all of the
troubleshooting and firefighting that an organisation like Plus has to do on a day to day basis.

Civil Society
One of the big news stories and campaigns that Plus successfully secured was a joint campaign
with the Lib Dem European Group and Liberal International in the form of the Protect Our Twins
Campaign. This campaign is due a little bit of a reboot (council motions are still being worked on),
but successfully launched with a bang: securing positive coverage in Attitude and The
Independent.

In addition, we were able to further improve our relationships with several LGBT+ civil society
bodies, namely Stonewall, the National AIDS Trust and the Terrence Higgins Trust. There are
many more organisations for us to introduce ourselves to, and this should be a key part of our
activity for the coming year.

This year we also launched our Pride Packs - providing stickers, banners and other materials
upon request. This was a collaboration with the HQ Campaigns Department and where
successfully delivered, seemed to work well. We have some work to do to improve the process
for next year - but with (hopefully) less COVID uncertainty, this may be easier.

One of the biggest areas of work this year has been developing our Candidate Support offering.
With thanks to ALDC, we were able to support several dozen candidates in this May’s elections,
spending close to £4000 and getting approximately 30% of those candidates elected. This
funding included grants distributed via ALDC to English Council Candidates, as well as grants to
the Welsh, Scottish and London Liberal Democrats for their Parliamentary, Senedd and Assembly
elections.

We’ve also been having discussions with relevant people to explore what mentoring or other
support we will be able to roll out to LGBT+ Parliamentary candidates. The team at CGB have



been particularly helpful on this front. There are a lot of things we can do - but we will need your
help to expand our volunteer capacity if we’re to make a real difference.

Over the course of 2021, our relationships with different organs of the party continue to
improve and strengthen, to our mutual benefit. One of the best things that happened at our
AGM in 2020 was the amendment to our constitution to bring in reps from each of the main
Liberation Groups within the party: LDCRE, LDW, LDDA and YL. These representatives have been
invaluable, and the closer ties between our groups have been of great help - from joint
statements on Pride in London to a series of collaborative events with each of the groups
mentioned.

This year also saw the launch of the Party Body Forum, in which LGBT+ LD played a leading role. I
am currently one of two co-chairs of the Forum, which meets with all party bodies (formerly
AOs/SAOs) approximately quarterly. This has given us the opportunity to place inclusion front of
mind for all sorts of party bodies, whatever their primary focus.

ALDC has been extremely helpful to us in supporting our support for candidates, and in turn we
have worked constructively with them where needed, for example joining their Conference back
in September.

The relationship with Lib Dem HQ and leadership, as well as the Parliamentary Party has also
continued to improve. Notably, Em Dean and the Policy Taskforce have worked closely with Wera
Hobhouse MP in passing the excellent Conversion Therapy Motion at Autumn Conference, and
they have also as provided great trans awareness training. In addition, we have worked closely
with Wendy Chamberlain and the Whips Office where sensitive issues have arisen.

HQ and the offices of the Leader/President/CEO have also been keen to reach out to us where
sensitive advice has been needed, and I am pleased to say we have often been among the first to
learn of problems, rather than going in afterwards! Where issues have arisen we have been able
to combine a tough moral position alongside a sensitive understanding of the political reality the
party faces. Rather than dilute our position, this has enhanced our credibility.

Transphobia
There are a number of ongoing issues within the party regarding transphobia. Over the course of
the year I feel that the internal position (particularly from leadership) has toughened on
transphobia, and this is something that we are continuing to work on.

I am not able to say anything in any detail about any live complaints.

I am due to meet with Dave Mccob in the coming weeks to further review the candidate
screening and training programme, and also working with FPDC on an updated Code of Conduct,
which will be a useful tool.

Looking to 2022



As we see out 2021 I would like to thank the members of Plus as well as our brilliant Exec team
for their perseverance and commitment over the past year.

As well as continuing all of the work we’re already doing, there are another three challenges
which I am determined we will address in the coming year:

● Improving our member and volunteer engagement - relaunching our task forces and
providing more opportunities for our members to help with the important work we need
to do

● Grow Plus’ reach, membership and impact - getting on top of our digital comms, reaching
out to the rest of LGBT+ civil society, improving our inclusion and representation, and
returning to growing our membership

● Get more LGBT+ people selected elected - at Council and Parliamentary levels, but also to
leading party committees, so that we can ensure LGBT+ interests are advocated for at
every level


